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English
Q1. Write an article in 150-200 words on the following topics in writing skills notebook:
● Justice delayed is justice denied
● Addiction to Whatsapp ,Facebook and other social sites
● Media Biasing – Controlled by ruling party
● India -not mature enough for effective coalition governments
● Atrocities on women

HISTORY
1. Write a detailed note on the Harappan artefacts and town planning. Answer must be written in at
least 300 words.
2. Read all the sources of Theme I and prepare 5 questions from each passage.

GEOGRAPHY
A. Attempt following short answer questions in your class work notebook.
1. How the concept of Neo-determinism or stop and go determinism reflects a middle path?
2. What is the importance of empowerment in terms of human development?
3. Kolkhoz was a model of farming introduced in Soviet Union (Russia). What was its main objective?
4. Which waterway has drastically reduced the ocean distance between Europe and India?
5. Who are red collar workers?
6. Which commodity is transported through Big Inch Pipeline?
7. Which sea route is also called as Big Trunk Route?
8. What is the main concern of Welfare or Humanistic school of thought in human geography?
9. Between which two cities the Trans Canadian Railway runs?
10. What do you understand by ‘Equity’ as one of the pillars of human development?
11. Define subsistence agriculture? Mention its two categories?
12. What are footloose industries?
13. What are isochrones lines drawn on a transport map?
14. Why large scale integrated steel industries are located in the source region of their raw material?
15. What is negative Growth of Population?
16. What changes have occurred in the Ruhr Industrial region?
17. Name four important crops grown under plantation agriculture.
18. What are the four main reasons of tourist attraction in an area?
19. Trans-Siberian Railway runs between which two cities?
20. Name the countries associated with ASEAN trade bloc.
21. What are rural settlements?
22. How is sex ratio measured in India?
23. What are technopolies?
24. Give four examples of agro based industries.
25. Who are entrepreneurs?
26. Which waterway has drastically reduced the ocean distance between Europe and India?
27. To which organization GATT was converted in 1995?
28. What is urbanization?
29. In which regions of the world which are developed for extensive commercial grain farming?
30. Why the underground mining is a risky method?

B. Preparation Cartographic maps
a) A large country in each continent in terms of area.
b) World density of population and distribution.
c) Countries having low/high growth rate of population.
d) Areas of subsistence gathering.
e) Areas of nomadic herding.
f) Areas of commercial livestock rearing.
g) Areas of extensive commercial grain faming.
h) Areas of mixed farming.
i) Areas of Mediterranean agriculture.
Note: Use political outline map of the world and pencil colors and black pen.

Political Science
Collect information on the given topics:(Any one)
1.Which are the International Organisations that have transformed the face of the world?Give special
mention of UN and IMF.
2.How did the voting pattern of India undergo a change?
3.Elaborate on the challenges faced by newly independent India.
4.Trace the disintegration of the Soviet Union.Throw light on the Shock Therapy.
5.Trace the rise of the opposition parties in India with specific examples.
6.What were the land reform movements in India,postIndependence?How far did they help in controlling
food crisis?
7.How did the New International Economic Order bring about a change in the fate of the Least Developed
Countries?

ECONOMICS
1-Among the following statements separate the statements as per the given heads:
(A)Neither be included in domestic nor in national income of India
(B) Included both in domestic income as well as in national income of India
(C Included in domestic income but not in national income of India
(D) Included in national income but not in domestic income of India
(a) Services of a doctor taken by a charitable hospital
(b) Pension paid by govt. of India to its retired employees living in India
(c) Salary paid to a Chinese working in Indian Embassy at Beijing
(d) Salary paid to a Chinese working in Chinese Embassy at New Delhi
(e) Unemployment allowance paid to unemployed youths of tribal areas
(f) Profit earned by Citibank located at Jammu
(g) Profit earned by ICICI bank located at Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
(h) Free treatment of patients at Govt. hospital
(i) Remittances from NRI’s to their relatives in India
(j) Income tax paid by households to govt.
(k) Services of a lawyer
(l) Production of goods for self-consumption
(m) Food cooked by mother for her family
(n) Net factor income earned from abroad
(o) Monetary help given to the victims of cyclone by red cross society in Orissa

2-There are some similar terms/alternate names that can be used in place of one another are given in the box to
check your ability to recall them at times. Make sets of them:
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3-Correct the following formulae also give a proper reason :
(a)Operating surplus=Rent + Interest + Royalty + Dividend + Profit
(b)Value of output = Sale + Export + Change in stock + Production of goods for self-consumption
(c)Compensation of employees= Wages & salaries + Bonus + Free accommodation + Old age pension
(d)GDP at MP=Private final Exp. + Govt. Final Exp. + Gross domestic capital form. + Net Import
(e)GDP at MP= Value of output – Intermediate goods purchased – import of raw material
(f)NDP at FC= GDP at MP – depreciation – indirect taxes – subsidies
4- A good may be consumer good for one and may be intermediate or capital good for another. Keeping in
mind the End-use classification of goods, distinguish how the same good can be consumer good or intermediate
good or capital good at the same time:
(a)Purchase of a car
(b)Purchase of furniture
(c)Purchase of a tractor
5-Pre-independent India observed some constructive as well as destructive role of Britishers. Pen down some
positive and some negative contributions of them taking into consideration the following areas:
(a)Means of transportation
(b)Commercialization of agriculture
(c)Means of communication
(d)Administrative set up
6- India has experienced so many foreign invasions and we have heard a lot about their rule from our forefathers, read in books and seen in movies. If we divide it into two eras PRE-BRITISH and BRITISH PERIOD.
Can you differentiate between these two eras keeping in the mind the prime motive of their rule? (Answer
should not exceed 70-80 words).

7-Briefly describe the main goals of 5 year plans in India. These objectives were kept since independence.
Analyse the role of governments in achieving them till today. Also discuss the reasons behind the success and
failures. (write a paragraph of 100 words approx.)
8-Narendra Modi government came into power in 2014, since then it has tacken some historical measures, some
of them are mentioned below. Give your opinion as an economist on the pros and cons of these steps:
(a)Make in India
(b)Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
(c)Scrapping of Planning commission
(d)Demonetization
(e)Introduction of GST

IP/CS
Create a project using Python and MySQL with Database connectivity. Topic can be taken by your choice
eg. Hotel Management system, School Management System Etc.

Physical Education
Solve all the questions containing 5marks at end of each chapter from unit one to unit four, in a separate
notebook which should be meant for only Physical education
Draw neat diagrams of various Asana curing daily lifestyle's problems in human beings along with their
other benefits.

